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Raymond Albert "Ray" Kroc (October 5, 1902 – January 14, 1984) was an American businessman.[He 
joined McDonald's in 1954 or 1955 and built it into the most successful fast food operation in the world. 
Kroc was included in Time 100: The Most Important People of the Century, and amassed a fortune 
during his lifetime. He owned the San Diego Padres baseball team from 1974 until his death in 1984. 
Similar to another fast-food giant, KFC founder Harland Sanders, Kroc's success came later in life when 
he was past his 50th birthday.

WWith Prince Castle Multi-Mixer sales plummeting because of competition from lower-priced Hamilton 
Beach products, Ray took note of the McDonald brothers who had purchased 8 of his Multi-Mixers. Im-
mediately after visiting the San Bernardino store, Ray became convinced that the setup of this small 
chain had the potential to explode across the nation. He offered his services to the McDonald brothers, 
who were looking for a new franchising agent. Ray Kroc opened the first restaurant of McDonald's, Inc. 
in Des Plaines, Illinois. The Des Plaines location boomed, bringing in hundreds of dollars on its opening 
day. 

Kroc became frustrated with the brothers' desire to maintain a small number of restaurants. In 1961, he 
bought the company for $2.7 million (enough to pay each brother $1 million each after taxes). (When 
negotiating the contract the McDonald brothers said that 2% sounded greedy; 1.9% was more attrac-
tive.)

The agreement was a handshake with split agreement between the parties because Kroc insisted that he 
could not show the royalty to the investors he had lined up to capitalize his purchase. At the closing 
table, Kroc became annoyed that the brothers would not transfer to him the real estate and rights to the 
original unit. The brothers had told Kroc that they were giving the operation, property and all, to the 
founding employees. Kroc closed the transaction, then refused to acknowledge the royalty portion of the 
agreement because it wasn't in writing. The McDonald brothers consistently told Kroc that he could 
makemake changes to things like the original blueprint (building codes were different in Illinois than in Cali-
fornia), but despite Ray's pleas, the brothers never sent any formal letters which legally allowed the 
changes in the chain. 

After finalizing the agreement with the McDonald Brothers, Kroc sent a letter to Walt Disney. (They had 
met as ambulance driver trainees at Sound Beach, Connecticut.) Kroc wrote, "I have very recently taken 
over the national franchise of the McDonald's system. I would like to inquire if there may be an opportu-
nity for a McDonald's in your Disney Development". According to one account, Disney agreed under 
stipulation to increase fries from ten cents to fifteen cents allowing himself the profit. Kroc refused to 
gouge his loyal customers leaving Disneyland to open without a McDonald's restaurant. Others believe 
thatthat this is a 'happy ending' retelling of the Disney Story by some McDonald's marketing executives. 
Most probably, the proposal was returned without approval.
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